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Abstract: As a useful means of safeguarding privacy of communications, deniable 
authentication has received much attention. A Chameleon-based deniable authenticated key 
agreement protocol is presented in this paper. The protocol has following properties. Anyone of 
the two participants can’t present a digital proof to convince a third party that a claimed agreement 
has really taken place. Once a forgery occurs, the original entity with some information can 
present a digital proof to disclose the forgery. 
Keywords:  Chameleon, Deniability, authentication, key agreement 

1. Introduction 

Key agreement is one of most important security mechanisms in the area of secure 
communications. Such protocols allow two entities to exchange information between them 
and establish a shared secret over an insecure open channel. Later, they can encrypt actual 
data using a fast symmetric cipher keyed by the shared secret. The first two-party key 
agreement is the Diffie-Hellman protocol given in their seminal paper [1]. Currently, how to 
design an efficient and secure key agreement protocol have received much attention. 
 Due to the lack of authentication, the original Diffie-Hellman protocol is vulnerable to 
“man-in-the-middle” and some other attacks. In order to solve this issue, many two-party 
authenticated key agreement protocols have been proposed[2][3][4][5]. Authenticated 
two-party key agreement allows two users to establish a common secret key and ensures 
nobody besides them can possibly learn the secret key. 
 However, in some applications [6], deniability is needed to prevent an authorized user 
from disclosing information it receives legitimately. For example, Alice and Bob have 
complemented an authenticated key agreement protocol and established a session key (shared 
secret). Later, Bob presents a digital proof to convince Carol that Alice once sent some 
message to him. In this process, Bob discloses Alice’s some information without Alice’s 
authorization and impinges upon Alice’s privacy. 
 To solve above issue, Alice and Bob can use deniable authenticated key agreement 
protocol. Under such circumstances, Bob can’t present proof to convince the third party Carol 
that there is a certain key agreement protocol occurred between them. The deniable 
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authenticated key agreement protocol is seldom investigated, though there is a lot of research 
on deniable authentication technology, such as [7] and followed by a series of papers 
including [8][9]. Raimondo et al. [10] recently extended the work of Dwork from deniable 
authentication to deniable agreement protocol, and proved the deniability features of SKEME 
[11] and SIGMA [12]. 
 We can’t prevent a deniable key agreement protocol from being forged even though we 
design it with some secure technologies. One of the reasons is that we have no a method to 
prove the protocol secure against any attacks including know and unknown. In other words, 
after completing the key agreement protocol, Bob can produce a forged protocol using the 
message once transmitted and announces that the protocol has executed between him and 
Alice. And then, Bob submits corresponding information to convince the third party Carol 
that the forged protocol is true. Alice’s privacy may be impinged while Carol can’t judge the 
protocol’s reality. Hence, we need a mechanism to disclose a forgery in case of occurrence. 
 Chameleon Hash has some special properties, and can be used to design signature and 
some other cryptography mechanism. To the Chameleon-based signature, the recipient can’t 
convince the third party of the identity of the signer, as the recipient has the ability to forge 
the signature. In the case of forgery occurrence, the original signer can disclose the forgery in 
non-interactive manner. The first to formally treat the Chaemelon Hash problem were 
Krawczyk [13] in 2000, followed by papers [14][15]. The properties of Chameleon Hash are 
very useful to our designing two-party deniable authenticated key agreement protocol. 
 Motivated by above statement, we design a two-party key agreement protocol with 
Chameleon Hash and signature. In our mechanism, neither Alice nor Bob can forge a key 
agreement protocol. In the event that Bob forges the protocol between Alice and him, Alice 
can get Bob’s private key with the forged message, and consequently presents a digital proof 
to disclose the forgery. 

2. Background 

2.1 Preliminaries 

Let  be a cyclic multiplicative group generated by 1G g , whose order is a prime  and 
 be a cyclic multiplicative group of the same order . Assume that the discrete logarithm 

in both  and  is intractable. A bilinear pairing is a map :  and 
satisfies the following properties:  

q
2G q

1G 2G e 211 GGG →×

1. Bilinear: . For all ,abba pgepge ),(),( = g 1Gp∈  and qZba ∈, , the equation 
holds. 

2. Non-degenerate: There exists 1Gp∈ , if 1),( =pge , then Ο=g . 
3. Computable: For ,g 1Gp∈ , there exists an efficient algorithm to compute 

. ),( pge
Typically, the map  will be derived from either the Weil or Tate pairing on an elliptic 
curve over a finite field. Pairings and other parameters should be selected in proactive for 
efficiency and security. 

e
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2.2 Chameleon Hash 

Let  and  be two groups that support a bilinear map as defined in section 2.1. PKG 

random chooses  as the private key of the system, and computes the matching public 

key , and then random chooses  and generates Alice’s key pair 

( , ). Similarly, PKG generates Bob’s key pair 

. Alice chooses  and 

1G 2G

*
qZv∈

v
pub gPK = *

qZa∈

av
A gSK ⋅= a

A gPK =

),(),( bbv
BB ggPKSK ⋅= *

qA Zx ∈ 1GRA ∈  uniformly at random, 

and generates Chameleon Hash. 

),)((),(),,( pub
x

AAAAAA PPKegReRxPKT A= . 

The Chameleon Hash function has following properties. 

a) Alice who has known  random chooses  and computes 

, which satisfies . We 

have 

),,( AAA RxT *'
qA Zx ∈

A
xxva

A RgR AA ⋅= −⋅⋅ )(' '

),,(),,( ''
AAAAAAAA RxPKTRxPKT =

),,( ''
AAAA RxPKT  

),(),(
'' )(

pub
xa

A
xxva PKgegRge AAA ⋅−⋅⋅ ⋅=  

),(),(),(
'' )(

pub
xa

Apub
xxa PKgegRePKge AAA ⋅−⋅=  

),(),( gRePKge Apub
xa A⋅=  

),,( AAAA RxPKT= . 

 In the circumstances of having known , if Alice can compute another 

 that satisfies above relationship, we say that Alice can successfully 

forge . 

),( AA Rx

),( ''
AA Rx

),,( AAA RxT

b) To the given , anyone can compute and get 

Alice’s private key as follows. 

),,(),,( ''
AAAAAAAA RxPKTRxPKT =

),,(),,( ''
AAAAAAAA RxPKTRxPKT =  

                        ),(),(),(),(
'' vxa

A
vxa

A ggegReggegRe AA ⋅⋅ =
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'' AA xva

A
xva

A gRgR ⋅⋅⋅⋅ ⋅=⋅

                    
1' )(1' ))((
−−−⋅ ⋅= AA xx

AA
va RRg

3. Key Agreement Protocol 

A ),( vaa gg ⋅  B ),( vbb gg ⋅  

*,,, qAAAA Zyxzr ∈  *,,, qBBBB Zyxzr ∈  

)( BSKA TSign
A

=σ  

)( AskB TSign
B

=σ  

),(),( vxby
B ggeggeT AA ⋅=  ),(),( vxay

A ggeggeT BB ⋅=  

( ) ( ) AB x
B

x
A TTKey =  

),(),)((
')('

?
vxay

A ggeggeT BB ⋅=  

( ) ( ) AB x
B

x
A TTKey =  

),( A
y

PKA xgEncc A

B
=  

),( B
y

PKB xgEncc B

A
=  

)())(,)(( ''
BSKB

y cDecxg
A

B =  )())(,)(( ''
ASKA

y cDecxg
B

A =  

),(),)((
')('

?
vxby

B ggeggeT AA ⋅=  

Aσ

Bσ

Ac

Bc

 
Let  and  be two groups that support a bilinear map as defined in section 2.1. The 
keys distribution is as defined in section 2.2. Assume that there exists a secure signature 

 and IND-CCA2 encryption algorithm . The two entities Alice and Bob will 
execute the protocol as following steps. 

1G 2G

Sign ),( DecEnc

1. Alice chooses  uniformly at random, and computes 
, and then signs  using secure signature algorithm 

. Alice sends 

*,,, qAAAA Zyxzr ∈
),(),( vxby

B ggeggeT AA ⋅= BT
Sign )( BSKA TSign

A
=σ  to Bob. Similarly, Bob produces 

)( AskB TSign
B

=σ  and sends it to Alice. 
2. Alice encrypts  and  using Bob’s public key, and sends 

 to Bob. Bob does the same things as Alice, and sends 
to Alice. 

Ax Ayg
),( A

y
PKA xgEncc A

B
=

),( B
y

PKB xgEncc B

A
=

3. Alice gets  and  by decrypting , and then verifies the values as 
follows. 

')( Bx ')( Byg Bc

),(),)((
')('

?
vxay

A ggeggeT BB ⋅=                           (1). 

If above equation holds, Alice produces the session key . Bob ( ) ( ) AB x
B

x
A TTKey =
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does the same things as Alice, and verifies  and  by the following 
equation. 

')( Ax ')( Ayg

),(),)((
')('

?
vxby

B ggeggeT AA ⋅=                           (2). 

If above equation holds, Bob produces the session key ( ) ( ) AB x
B

x
A TTKey = . 

4. Security 

a) Deniability 

Neither Alice nor Bob can convince the third party Carol that a claimed key agreement 

protocol has really taken place. To Bob’s signature )( BSKA TSign
A

=σ , and the values 

and , Carol can distinguish whether the signature really comes from Alice, and 

verifies the equation , but she can’t judge whether the two values 

and  come from Alice since Bob has the ability to forge the two values. Bob can 

random choose  and forge  as we have mentioned in the section 

2.2. Obviously,  and  satisfy the equation (2). Therefore, Carol can’t tell whether 

there is a claimed key agreement between Alice and Bob, also she can’t work out whether the 

session key 

Ax Ayg

),(),(
?

vxby
B ggeggeT AA ⋅=

Ax Ayg

'
Ax AAAA yxxvay ggg ⋅= −⋅⋅ )( ''

'
Ax

'
Ayg

( ) ( ) AB x
B

x
A TTKey =  is generated by them. 

b) Unforgeability 

If Bob forges a key agreement protocol after his agreement with Alice, Alice can 

compute Bob’s private key in the case of having known . Due to  is the 

value that Alice sends to Bob, Alice can find corresponding  in her recorder. 

So we have 

),,( Ay
AB gxT BT

),,(
'' Ay

AB gxT

),(),(),(),(
'' vxbyvxby ggeggeggegge AAAA ⋅⋅ =  

''
AAAA xvbyxvby gggg ⋅⋅⋅⋅ =⋅  

                          
1'' )()/(
−−⋅ = AAAA xxyyvb ggg

Therefore, Alice has the ability to get Bob’s private key , and work out other two values vbg ⋅
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''
Ayg  and  that satisfy the requirement. She chooses  uniformly at random and 

then computes . We have  

''
Ax *''

qA Zx ∈

AAAA yxxvby ggg ⋅= −⋅⋅ )( ''''

),(),(
'''' vxvby

B ggeggeT AA ⋅⋅=  

5. Conclusion 

 In some communication scenarios, deniability is playing an important role in protecting 
privacy. A Chameleon-based deniable authenticated key agreement protocol is presented in this 
paper. In our mechanism, the two-party who participant the communication can’t present digital 
proof to convince the third party that a claimed key agreement protocol is executed between them. 
If any participant forges a key agreement protocol and produces a session key, the original entity 
can work out the forger’s private key and then discloses the forgery by giving other two values 
that satisfy the requirement. The key agreement protocol has such properties due to Chameleon 
hash function. 
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